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I view this on a 7.5 in Samsung tablet. Many of the text fields do not fit in the space allotted to them and as a result are not readable. It seems to since I can
read other sites without this difficulty that the problem is with the way this site has been put together. Perhaps some usability testing from a user
perspective would prove helpful. Furthermore, I agree with those that feel the City has NOT made proper effort to get input from the citizens. I have lived in
Diamond Bar since before incorporation. I remember the original effort to create the General Plan. My recollection is that similar thoughts were expressed
at that time as to the city's listening to citizen input. I favor the City making a better effort (that is, sending a mailer) to every citizen household explaining
the process and soliciting participation on the General Plan committee. I occur with the opinion depressed by others that the deadline for applying should
be extended to alloe for this effort to reach out to the citizens. Thank you,
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I am sure that you will get lots of different input about the general plan. But, one thing many of us would like to see would be more open spaces; open
spaces with hiking trails, trees, and a place to re-connect with nature. Remember Diamond Bar’s on-time catch phrase: “country living”? By open spaces, we
don’t mean sport complexes. There are already too many places for children to play sports, and parents to scream and yell and disturb the surrounding
neighbors. The city should buy up as much open spaces as possible and turn them into hiking/biking/walking parks. A single hiking trail that goes from north
to south Diamond Bar would be fantastic! Something along the lower slopes of the hills adjacent "The Country" (along the east side of Diamond Bar
boulevard) would be quite doable. Also there is some nice open space just south of Brea Canyon Cut-Off for hiking/biking/walking.
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No
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Can the minutes of this meeting be posted in you library? Thank you.
Please send me newsletter. Thanks.
I would like to be included in the General Plan Updates.
Please subscribe to mailing list. Thanks

Is it too late to submit an application?

Why is it taking forever to stripe the road and free up the traffic. It's been the same for two weeks. Can't we get a Public Works person out there and get
them to move it?

As longtime DB homeowners (since September, 1978) we strongly recommend keeping the DB Golf Course. We consider Option #1 the best & only
9/30/2017 Will and Ann J alternative plan.
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10/1/2017 Mary Ann R

I wanted to input on the plans for the redevelopment of Diamond Bar which is a great idea. My vote is for the alternative #2 South Diamond Bar Golf course
area. The northern part of Diamond Bar is being improved by the Sprouts/Ross Center which sounds fabulous and the south is already being served by a
successful shopping area centered by H-Mart. Alternative #2 would be great for Walnut and Diamond Bar and would be good since we already have the
development replacing the stadium that we are not going to get.
Yes
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10/3/2017 Melony P
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10/4/2017 Mark H

I will be out of the country from 10/3 to 10/19 therefore I will not be able to attend the next general plan meeting. I would like to express my opinion and
vote for Alternative 1 which leaves the golf course as it is and proposes the Town Center be along Diamond Bar Blvd between Golden Springs and SR-60. I
think we need as much open space as we can get and I don't trust that we will get a replacement of that space if we develop the golf course. Hasn't been a
priority thus far in Diamond Bar. I would like that to change.
Yes
1.We need to reduce the number of cars driving through our city. A major step would be to build a "by pass" on the south side of the city from the 57
Freeway at Tonner Canyon and connect at Grand Avenue in the Tres Hermanos property. 2.We need a shopping area "city center" with restaurants, shops,
etc. like Chino Hills "Shoppes" 3.We do not need large 5 story massive apartment complexes like those in Anaheim near Angel stadium. 4.We could use
more sports fields for our kids
Yes

10/8/2017 Teresa W

I saw on the Diamond Bar planning commission agenda for the 10th under upcoming events that there is a GPAC meeting on Thursday, November 30th.
Canyon tell me why this has not been posted pn the eg PAC website yet and what topics will be addresses at this meeting?
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10/13/2017 Doug B

I presented the attached information at the Diamond Bar Planning Commission Meeting on October 10, 2017. I am submitting the Word doc and
photograph to both of you for inclusion into the packet for the October 19th GPAC meeting. I am also adding the below text to the attached information. I
am opposed to any rezoning on the Diamond Bar Golf Course to anything other than a golf course. One reason for this opposition to rezoning is related to a
recent brush fire along the 57 that burned up the hill toward the SEMA building in Corporate Center. The Los Angeles County Fire Department Blackhawk
helicopters used the lake/pond on the golf course as a water source to refill their water tanks quickly to decrease the time between water drops. This
helped control the brush fire much quicker than having to refill their water tanks at Puddingstone Lake while also staying clear of Super Scooper aircraft and
regular air traffic at Brackett Field airport. Other reasons I am opposed to rezoning the Diamond Bar Golf Course property include that it provides local
recreation, meeting space, open space, and does not significantly increase traffic along Golden Springs and Grand Avenue.
Yes
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10/19/2017 Janet P

Submitted petition "Against Diamond Bar Golf Course Development"
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10/24/2017 Don S

11/6/2017 Ricky V

I attended the meeting on Thursday, October 19, 2017 at the center on Grand Avenue. I have also taken the short survey on the computer
@metroquest.com. One of the questions on the above survey was "Where do I live?" I am retired and could not answer that question. The rest of the
"Plans" were worded as to rank the plans from best choice to least best choice. Again, there was not the option to leave the planning from 1995 in place. I
am against changing any areas, specifically single-family homes, to "mixed-use." Please leave the planning alone.
More EV charging stations are desperately needed. I want to charge my car and be able to shop, eat and walk around Diamond Bar but the lack of charging
stations makes it hard. I want to stay in Diamond Bar but the lack of chargers encourages me to go and spend my money in other cities. Please put more
charging stations. They can create an environment that encourages people to stay in diamond bar, even having some at the parks in diamond bar will
encourage Diamond Bar residents to hike and utilize the parks more. This can be an easy way for Diamond Bar to create a stronger community and adhere
to peoples needs and also be more green. Thanks.
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Attachment i

Doug Barcon
A. Presentation to Diamond Bar Planning Commission on October 10, 2017
B. Tres Hermanos County Line Map

Comment on Diamond Bar Planning Commission Agenda Item 6.1.
Moving the Diamond Bar Golf Course, which is a Los Angeles Country property, to the
northern section of Tres Hermanos benefits Chino Hills and Phillips Ranch more than it
benefits Diamond Bar. The current Diamond Bar Golf Course should remain as a golf
course in its entirety and should not be changed to any other type of development.
Homes along the southeast border of Diamond Bar where it bisects Grand Avenue abut
the north northeast/south southwest border between Los Angeles County and San
Bernardino County. All of Tres Hermanos south of Nan Court in Diamond Bar is in San
Bernardino County. The area to the north of Nan Court is approximately 730 acres and is
within the Diamond Bar General Plan, which leaves 1720 acres within San Bernardino
County and Chino Hills.
The map of Tres Hermanos in Exhibit “A” on page 19 of the meeting packet shows the
boundaries of Tres Hermanos Ranch. The map that I created from Google Earth and
Photoshop and included herein shows the border between Los Angeles County and San
Bernardino County in Red in the area of Tres Hermanos Ranch.
The City of Industry is planning to build a 440 megawatt or larger solar facility on the
Tres Hermanos Property to essentially provide about 10 percent of the power utilized by
the city of Los Angeles to the grid daily and to provide an unknown dollar amount of tax
credits and reimbursement to Industry. Per UCLA engineering professor Rajit Gadh, 1
megawatt of solar power requires 100,000 square feet, which is about 2.3 acres, and 440
megawatts would require about 1100 acres. However, it is closer to 3.85 acres per
megawatt on the low end or about 1700 acres per the Kamuthi Power Plant in India, and
closer to 6 acres per megawatt per a survey by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory of the US DOE. Sun tracking solar panels require more space than stationary
panels. Other estimates claim 10 acres per megawatt. A solar plant in Rosamond by Sun
Power is producing 579 megawatts from 3200 acres, or 0.18 megawatts per acre for SCE.
Based on the density here, 440 megawatts would require 2,444 acres. The City of
Industry solar energy proposal could require nearly all of the 2,450 acres of Tres
Hermanos property, and Diamond Bar cannot assess this without exact, accurate
engineering specifications from the City of Industry and accurate calculations of the heat
island effect generated by the solar panels day and night and its effect on homes,
residents, and wildlife in Diamond Bar.
Based on current standards of $3-$3.50 per watt, it would cost about $1.32 billion for this
proposed facility or $880 million at $2 per megawatt. Alternatively, Industry could fill
Tres Hermanos with warehouses covered by rooftop solar panels and get a double use out
of the property, or it could flood it with water from an unknown source to create a
hydroelectric generating reservoir. What about Grand Avenue? Enough of the smoke and
mirrors by the City of Industry and developers intent on creating urban sprawl for
maximum profit.
Additional Info:

The September 1st, 2017 Exhibit “C” letter to Greg Gubman and the Planning
Commission states that the City of Industry is acquiring Tres Hermanos Ranch for open
space, preservation, public facility or other public purposes. Further it states that the City
does not have more definitive plans at this time, which is in conflict with a master ground
lease Attachment 7 between Industry and San Gabriel Water and Power, LLC for a solar
farm and a reservoir. In the September 21st, 2017 Exhibit “E” letter to Greg Gubman and
the Planning Commission, it is clear that the City of Industry is trying to subvert the
authority of the Diamond Bar Planning Commission per Government Code Sections
65402(b) and 37351. Diamond Bar should ask for the assistance of the California
Legislature through Assemblymember Phillip Chen per Government Code Section
65402(a). However, Industry itself is in violation of 65402(b).
Submitted to Diamond Bar Planning Commission
October 10, 2017
Douglas Barcon

Attachment ii

Janet Peets
A. Petition: “Against Diamond Bar Golf Course Development”

Attachment iii

Don Schafer
A. Letter delivered to City of Diamond Bar

